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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
For many years there has been a growing interest on
the part of both school principals and professors of school
administration in the improvement of preparation programs.
A criticism most frequently heard from principals is that
institutions which plan courses of study leading to administrative credentials are too concerned with a "theoretic" approach
and neglect the "practical" aspects of preparation.

They

appear to feel that they are in a position to best judge
what is or is not important to preparation for a principalship.

Graduate study planners, on the other hand, freely

admit requirements must be constantly reassessed, re-evaluated,
and revised; but they claim that existing programs have led
to more competent administrators and are in fact more nearly
meeting the requirements of modern public school principals.
In no instance, however, did research indicate an effort to
determine whether views of principals presently administering
schools tend to agree or disagree with those held by people
currently planning certification requirements.
I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem.

It was the purpose of this

study to ascertain the extent to which views and opinions of
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graduate study planners and implementers of courses leading
to principal's credentials agree with views and opinions of
public school principals and it assumes that such information
might influence the planning of future courses of study for
public school administrators.
Importance of the studv.

The majority of writers on

the subject are in general agreement as to the types of
administrative competencies and behavioral skills which
should be possessed by school principals.

However, most of

these writers appear to represent views held by people who
plan courses of study in school administration.

It might

well be that significant differences of opinion will become
apparent if such views are compared and contrasted with those
held by principals.

A review of literature did not provide

a single instance of research designed specifically to compare views of people who plan graduate courses of study
leading to principal's credentials with views held by people
who do the job--the public school principals.
Limitations of the study.
were used in this study:

Approximately 60 subjects

35 school principals administering

public schools in Thurston County, Washington; and about 25
staff members from the faculties of E.

w. s.

C., C. W.

s.

and W. W. S. C. who are directly concerned with planning

C.,
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and/or teaching courses related to preparation requirements
for public school principals.
II.
Principal.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
This word will be limited to school per-

sonnel in Thurston County, Washington, presently performing
those duties and accepting those responsibilities commonly
assigned to the building principal of a public school.
Administrator.

This word will be considered as a

synonym for principal.

It is not intended that it relate to

any of the duties or responsibilities normally associated
with a superintendent of schools.
Administration.

This word will be restricted in

meaning and will relate only to the total functioning of a
building principal.
Supervision.

This word will be used to encompass the

overall duties of building principals.

It will be considered

a synonym for administration.
Graduate study planners.

This phrase is restricted

to describing those individuals at E.
and W.W.

s.

w. s .. C.,

C. W.

s.

C.,

C., directly concerned with planning graduate

level courses of study for the combined program which leads
to an M. A. Ed. degree and principal's credential.
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Implementers.

This word is intended to describe not

only those individuals charged with the responsibility for
putting into effect the plans made by graduate study planners
but will also be considered a synonym for graduate study
planners.
III.

ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS

This chapter has identified the problem, explained
the need, purpose, and limitations of the study, defined the
terms, and projected plans for the remainder of the thesis.
Chapter II provides a review of related literature
which is intended to give background to the question and
procedures described in the preceding chapter, and add
meaning to the interpretation and results of the study to be
discussed in Chapter III.
Chapter IV will present conclusions and recommendations
based on the results described in Chapter III, as well as a
summary of the study.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The ever-increasing complexity of contemporary life,
with its attendant demands upon curricula, has led to an
intense public interest in, and critical evaluation of, the
existing school structure in general, and the role of the
administrator in particular.

However, a review of the

literature seemed to indicate the problem is not really a
new one.

It has revealed the fact that for almost as long

as there has been a public school system, there have also
been men and women concerned with complexities of public
school administration seeking solutions to seemingly timeless
problems.
I.

HISTORY OF THE PROBLEM

Thirty-eight years ago, Herbert

c.

Hanson (16:137)

in an article entitled "The Future Challenges Us" made the
following statement:
The day of the new principalship is at hand. The
radical changes in elementary education are demanding a
new type of leadership. Fundamental changes in school
organization and purposes have ushered in a rapidly
changing order. Where do the elementary principals stand?
How can we meet the new problems which so insistently demand our attention?
Some of the solutions sought by Hanson were still being
debated seventeen years later.

The new activity seems to have
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been stimulated by recommendations which evolved as a result
of five successive annual conferences of the National Conference of Professors of Educational Administration, which
was organized in 1947.

The participants collectively posses-

sed vast experience in both practicing and teaching of
school administration.

A review of their ten-point analyses

of areas demanding administrative competence might yet be
used as a summary outline of current preparation requirements.
They seem highly representative of opinions held by present
professors of educational administration.

The ten suggested

areas of competence, as adapted from the report entitled
Toward Tomorrow's Profession of School Administration, are
listed here with no attempt at elaboration (?:Ch. XI).
1.

Social backgrounds of education

2.

Human growth and development

3.

Curriculum development and instruction

4.

Group procedures

5.

Communication

6.

Community resources

7.

Principles and procedures of administration

8.

Finance and taxation

9.

Research

10.

Personnel management

One of the major studies of the Cooperative Program in
Educational Administration was a five-year study of competency
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by the Southern States CPEA which developed an eight-point
analyses of critical task areas.

Within each area were

identified
• • • specific critical tasks of educational administration, methods of task performance (an operational expression of theory), and know-how (beliefs, knowledges and
skills needed to perform the specific task) •
The study (7:163-68) indicated a total of fifty-two specific
tasks, given under eight heads, as illustrative of critical
areas.

A simple listing of the eight main critical task

areas will suffice to illustrate the point that many people
holding a wide variety of opinions and views on school administration have found agreement as to areas of needed
competencies for school principals:
curriculum development,
school leadership,

(1) instruction and

(2) pupil personnel,

(4) staff personnel,

(6) school transportation,

(3) community-

(5) school plant,

(7) organization and structure,

and (8) school finance and business management.
Calvin Grieder, in Public School Administration
(7:Ch. XI), and Truman Pierce, in Better Teaching in School
Administration (12:125-28), also indicate agreement with
views represented above as indicative of areas where administrative competency is demanded, but they also question
whether our existing preparation requirements successfully
fulfill the function of providing more competent administrators for the public schools.

8

Education is a dynamic process.

Both administrators

and graduate study planners must be sensitive to the changing
demands and the changing needs of the schools.
is well illustrated by Charles Beard:

This concept

"It might be better to

be wrecked on an express train bound to a destination than
[stagnating] in a freight car side-tracked in a well-fenced
lumber yard"

(16:138).

II.

THE CHANGING ROLES OF ADMINISTRATORS

Some of the most important changes taking place in
the education reform movement have to do with the leaders of
the public schools.

American society is in a state of up-

heaval which at times borders on anarchy.

To be an adminis-

trator today is both a great opportunity and a staggering
responsibility.

Robert H. Anderson maintains that present-

day schools often serve as the battleground on which some
of the nation's most agonizing battles are fought out--for
example, cultural deprivation, inequities of opportunity, the
church-state issue, local versus federal control, the meaning
and the mission of democracy, and controversies between
interest groups (1:123).
He feels the

growing complexity of school operations

and the upsurge of professional interest in various organizational and technical reforms have created both new opportunities and problems for principals at the neighborhood-school
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level.

It seems obvious to him that great problems develop

when principals fail in the areas of human relations or when
their supervisory and administrative skills are unequal to
the problems they confront (1:124).
Pierce and Merrill in Better Teaching in School
Administration feel the principalship itself is changing
under the influence of modern trends and pressures.

They

consider this to be a critical period for reassessing goals
and oriorities related to developing strong administrators
(12:172).
Grieder states "The subject matter of school administration is complex because the educational process is complex."
He feels that if one considers all that makes up the whole
of a school one can only conclude "that management of a
high order is called for"

(7: 89) •

There seems to be no serious questioning as to the
importance of the administrator in the public schools.

Public

education is a basic social service and, as such, great
importance attaches to the way it is administered.

However,

Grieder feels the extreme complexity and importance of the
task is not fully understood by planners, administrators,
teachers, or the general public.

He feels that administrative

theory must become clarified and administrative competence
improved so the results of excellent service may stand out
in contrast to mediocre or inferior service; then, and only
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then, will greater recognition and understanding of the
problems be forthcoming (7:90-91).
Beard also expressed concern with the danger of principals becoming so entangled in "routine matters" as to neglect
instruction.

He stresses importance of both academic prepa-

ration and self-improvement in service.
challenges facing administrators:

He lists as other

curriculum construction,

teacher personnel, textbook improvement, libraries, and
general school organization.

He then poses a question most

educators would agree is equally pertinent today, "Who now
can interpret any of these problems adequately when measured in
terms of our ultimate aim--child growth" (16:137).

III.

THE IMPORTANCE OF PREPARATION

There is a wide range of opinion related to administrative preparation which serves to point up the importance of
graduate level planning.

Hanson's statement "Our great hope

lies in improving the [techniques] and broadening the vision
of each principal" (16:503) is as true today as it was thirtyeight years ago.

It still serves to illustrate the belief

that preparation programs stressing requirements principals
consider realistic are of vital importance to college
planners.
Dale Curtis supports this concept, suggesting that a
well-developed "discriminating sense between theory and practice
is indispensable in successful administration"

(14:153).
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Nearing feels one area of administrative weakness is
lack of objectivity in methods of observation and evaluation
concerning "effective" classroom teaching.

He feels planners

should attempt to establish criteria and methods which would
be considered fair by most teachers; and he assumes common
factors which are subject to observation and measurement.
He suggests that at least some responsibility for strengthening
this area rests with the training institutions (11:137).
Pierce and Merrill claim a "competency approach" to
preparation will develop better administrators because such
a method is "more objective" (12:125-77).
R. G. Wright, in Education, 1967, stresses need for
administrative understanding of Special Education in curriculum (19:54-7).
Elsbree and McNally (6:Ch. V) identify major factors
which influence the principal to be understanding of the
rights and responsibilities connected with his duties, staff
development, and awareness of leadership opportunities.
Later, they emphasize as areas vital to preparation: curriculum planning, awareness of modern trends and movements in
education, and an understanding of social pressures most
often brought to bear on principals and school systems
( 6: Ch. VI) •

Seaburg feels the important thing is for an administrator to gain self-understanding through studies of the dynamics
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of group behavior at various age levels; and stresses the
need for field experiences (14:52-57).
Lieberman offers encouragement to administrators who
fear technology will phase out administration in education
and replace it with machines.

Lieberman suggests that tech-

nology will continue to provide aids to teachers and administrators, and will produce a better blend of content and
materials; but as to their fear of technology, he states,
"Such concern is natural.

It is healthy.

It is completely

unfounded'' (9:185).

IV.

RELATED STUDIES

At least two people have done research specifically
designed to investigate the attitudes and opinions of
school principals as they relate to preparation for the job.
Milton E. Ploghoft, described the results of one study in an
article entitled, "An Evolution of Preparation for Principalship," written in 1963, for National Elementary Principal
(13:55-62).

He writes that in planning courses of study,

"It is very important to include relevant information from
principals themselves."

He states that this is only one type

of indicator but that his research had revealed it as an
important one.

He feels a principal is often quite reliable

in judging gaps in his preparation.
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Ploghoft's views are supported by Dewayne Triplett
who concludes in A Study of O?inions of School Administrators
Concerning the Preparation of Elementary Principals at the
Graduate Level (17:29-37):
The results of this study clearly indicate that principals' views of their weaknesses in preparation are very
similar to views expressed by the teachers serving with
them in the schools sampled.
·
Triplett also suggested that the data indicated areas where
principals most needed improved preparation were in the realm
of human relations, i.e., teacher selection and appointment,
improvement of instruction, and pupil-personnel relations
with general agreement that training was satisfactory in the
"purely administrative'' functions such as records, budget,
school law, class and activity schedules, bus transportation,
and school lunch program.

V.

SUMMARY

This review of related literature illustrates that
extremes of opinion regarding priority areas related to preparation of principals are representative of a long-standing
struggle to reach agreement.

It might also act as an indicator

of the increasingly complex demands being imposed upon the
administrator; and as a guide to the increased responsibility
of planners to match their plans to the changing needs of
principals; as well as being a reminder that many of the
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challenges to education with which educators have wrestled
for many years remain largely unresolved today.

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES AND RESULTS OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study was to attempt a determination of the extent to which views and opinions of graduate
study planners agree with views and opinions of school principals regarding preparation requirements for the combined
M. A. Ed. degree and principal credential as they now exist
at Central Washington State College.
subjects were used in this study:

Approximately 60

35 school principals

administering public schools in Thurston County, Washington;
and about 25 staff members from the faculties of E.
C. W.

s. c.,

and W.

w. s.

w. s.

C.,

C. who were directly concerned with

planning and/or teaching courses related to preparation
requirements for public school principals during the 1967-68
school year.
I.

PROCEDURES

Selection of subjects.

Subjects were selected arbi-

trarily on the basis of (1) roles in education, and (2)
geographic location.

Subjects were identified on the basis

of names listed in the college catalogs for the 1966-67
school year indicating who had taught courses pertinent to
this study and the chairmen of departments concerned and by
use of the directory of school personnel which lists all schools
and principals located in Thurston County, Washington.
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Pilot study.

A trial questionnaire was devised and

discussed with the chairman of the graduate committee.

It

was decided that a pilot study should be conducted; and the
questionnaire was presented to a class entitled The Elementary
Principal, which included several principals from various
areas of the state.

As a result of this pilot study, the

questionnaire was revised and submitted to the committee
chairman for approval.

The questionnaire was approved by

both the graduate committee and the Dean of Graduate Studies
and was then mailed to be received by subjects on or about
tTanuary 5, 1968.

A cover letter (see A!'pendix A) which

explained the pur?oses of the study was mailed to each
subject.
Apparatus.

The test apparatus consisted of a question-

naire depicting the requirements for the combined M. Ed.
degree and principal credential as they now exist at C. W. S. C.
(See Appendix B) .

Spaces were provided for subjects to rate

each item on a 5-point scale from little value to great value.
Provision was made for a consistency check on subjects'
resoonses by inclusion of a space in which subjects were to
indicate whether each item was satisfactory or should be
omitted as a requirement.

As a means of assigning subjects

to the proper groups when questionnaires were returned, a space
was nrovided for each subject to indicate whether he was a
principal or member of a college staff.
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Treatment of data.

As questionnaires were returned,

subjects were assigned to proper groups, i.e., principal group
or planner

grou~.

When all available data were collected, a

comparison study was made to determine the extent of agreement in opinions held by principals and planners as applied
to existing preparation requirements for principals.
Conclusions or new hypotheses are based on results obtained
by inferential statistics.

Of the 60 questionnaires mailed,

53 were returned for a total of 88 percent; however, three

were not properly completed and had to be discarded, leaving
a remainder of 83 percent represented in the study.
II.

RESUL'rS OF THE STUDY

For purposes of clarity the results of this study
will be presented in the order in which items appear on the
questionnaire (See Appendix B); and sub-divisions of the
questionnaire will be used as sub-headings for discussion.
All comparisons are based on both the numbers and percentages
of positive responses (value ratings of either (4) or (5) are
considered (+) responses) when presented in tables.

However,

in the sections dealing with biographical information and
questions of general interest only percentages and ratio of
"yes" responses, by group, are related.
Biographical information.

The aggregate accumulation

in public school administration by all subjects is 442 years.
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The experiences of graduate study planners total 194 years,
with a mean average of 9.7 years; this compares to the
principal group's 294 years combined service and mean average
of 8.3 years.

Results of this study support the contention

that increased stress on preparation has had an impact.

Every

one of the college planners who responded had earned either
an Ed.D. or Ph.D., and 75 percent of the principals had earned
M. A. Ed. degrees.

The percentage of principals who had

earned regular credentials when they entered administration
is 50 percent higher than that expressed by college planners.
This point is further emphasized by the fact that 43 percent
of the principals stated they had planned to become administrators while undergraduates, as compared to 20 percent of
the planners.

This might account for the fact that almost

four times more principals than planners advocated the offering of courses of study for undergraduates who plan to
make school administration a career.

These responses tend

to imply that people are becoming interested in the principalship at younger ages than was formerly true.
General interest questions.

Results also seem to

indicate graduate study planners are more inclined to look
at the broad view and seem more inclined, as a group, to
attempt something new than are principals.

Data appear to

imply that principals, on the other hand, are more inclined
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toward specialized preparation and a more restricted view of
preparation which concerns itself more closely with the administration of a school.

In responding to the question

"Would you recommend courses of study in which the only
grade was increased learning for both student and instructor?"
college planners responded 100 percent "yes"; affirmative
responses by principals were barely 50 percent.
In response to the question as to whether greater
stress on academic preparation and diversity of requirements
had led to more competent school administrators, again, 100
percent of the planners checked "yes"; while less than 60 percent of the principals used this response.
One concept which this study appears to present is
that college planners are attempting to broaden the vision
as well as the abilities of public school administrators
while principals, as a rule, appear mainly concerned with
courses which they feel directly relate to the principalship.
The value ratings of individual courses which follow appear
to substantiate that this is an area of disagreement.

Subjects

were asked to rate each offering on an ascending 5-point
scale from little value (1) to great value (5).

Positive

values are based on ratings of either (4) or (5).
General requirements.

While these three courses are

required of all candidates for master's degrees, they are
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rated here only on the basis of the degree to which they have
value in preparation of public school principals.

Table I

shows clearly that only about one of four principals considers
Ed. 507, Introduction to Graduate Study, to be of real value
for him.

This course is designed primarily as background for

later work in doing and articulating research.

Almost three

of every four planners considered it an important experience
for future school administrators, and this item represents
an area of marked disagreement between the groups.

Ed. 570,

Foundations of Education, is considered valuable by only 17
percent of the principal group.

It falls into the category

of "theory" or "busy work" in the opinion of many principals
who feel they have had enough of such training as undergraduates.

Several principals expressed similar views on

the backs of the questionnaires.

But sixty percent of the

college group considers a broad knowledge of the foundations
of education to be important in preparation of a principal.
This again stresses the differences in views and orientation
of members of the respective groups.
The third item in the general requirements is Psych.
552 which concerns itself, by and large, with various stages
of human growth and development, as well as with animal studies
related to such growth.

At this point both groups are in

close agreement as to value, however, only slightly over half
of either group rated it at either (4) or (5) on the scale.
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TABLE I
NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGES OF SUBJECTS WHO RATED ITEMS IN
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS WITH A POSITIVE VALUE*
ON A 5-POINT SCALE, BY GROUPS
Twenty Graduate
Study Planners
Items

Number

Percent

Thirty Public
School Principals
Number

Percent

Ed. 507

14

70

8

27

Ed. 570

12

60

5

17

Psych. 552

11

55

16

53

*Positive value (+) indicates that subjects
assigned the item a value of 4 or 5 on the value scale.
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It is not the purpose of this study to place a value
on any given course.

However, almost 50 percent of members

in both groups do not consider this offering to be of positive
value; and in the cases of Ed. 507, Introduction to Graduate
Study, and Ed. 570, Foundations of Education, where divergence
of opinion is more pronounced, results of this study seem to
indicate that the value of the general requirement courses-when related to principal preparation--might be considered
doubtful.
Required administration and supervision courses.

One

of the points stressed in earlier paragraphs was the fact
that principals tend to value most highly those courses felt
to relate directly to the job of administering schools.
area of the study well illustrates this contention.

This

Education

courses 587, Educational Administration; 579, Elementary
School Principal; and 551, Elementary School Curriculum, all
have titles and content directly related to school administration.

A glance at Table II should suffice to show a marked

convergence of views and opinions held by both study groups
where these items are concerned.

But the divergence of

views sharpens when the fourth item, Ed. 600--the thesis--is
given a value rating.

Seventeen of the twenty planners give

it a positive rating, whereas only nine of thirty principals
consider it high in value.

Responses indicate the thesis
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TABLE II
NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGES OF SUBJECTS WHO RATED ITEMS IN
ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION REQUIREMENTS WITH
A POSITIVE VALUE ON A 5-POINT SCALE*
Twenty Graduate
Study Planners
Percent

Thirty Public
School Principals

Items

Number

Number

Percent

Ed. 587

17

85

23

77

Ed. 579

20

100

26

87

Ed. 551

20

100

22

73

Ed. 600

17

85

9

30

*Positive value (+) indicates that subjects
assigned the item a value of 4 or 5 on the value scale.
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requirement appears connected in the thinking of principals
with the general requirement, Ed. 507, Introduction to
Graduate Study, in which the student generally must write a
thesis proposal.
A comparison of ratings concerning these two courses,
located in different areas of the program, should serve to
illustrate the complexity of fitting broad educational
philosophies into programs for a group with relatively
limited goals and aspirations.

Principals appear to regard

the thesis requirement and all related subjects as senseless
and unnecessary obstacles to achieving the goal of a principalship; while graduate study planners seem to regard an
ability to identify, research, and articulate a problem as
a necessary requisite to competent administration.

This

point may be illustrated by means of a simplified table:

ITEMS

G.S.P.
PERCENT (+)

PRINCIPALS
PERCENT (+)

Ed. 600

85

30

Ed. 507

70

27

After noting the percentages-of-agreement ratio
expressed above, a review of the first three items in Table II,
page 23, becomes more meaningful.

This should make clear the

point that responses appear to indicate one area of difficulty
to be that fundamental differences in orientation and methods
of achieving goals are common to both groups.
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Approved electives.

Due to the large number of items

presented in the elective section it has been broken up for
purposes of interpretation.

Items discussed will not be

based on the order in which they appear in the section.
Relationships should be made clearer if presented in relation
to the extent and type of agreement as indicated by areas
where groups show agreement of positive value (++); agreement
as to negative value (-+); and disagreement (-) as to the
value of an item.
Items in which positive agreement (++) between groups
was most consistent were those which principals appear to
regard as most directly related to their duties and responsibilities, i.e., School Supervision; Public School Finance;
Field Project in Administration; Seminar in Educational
Administration; and Group Leadership and Processes.

Both

titles and contents of these classes appear to be of the type
which would predictably be rated high by public school
principals, but they were also highly rated by graduate study
planners.
Items in which negative agreement (-+) was most consistent were considered of little value by both groups.
They were those courses generally considered to stress
theory rather than practical application of skills and ideas,
i.e., History of Education; Comparative Education; Administration of Instructional Aids; with the only inconsistency being
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negative agreement concerning Tests and Measurements.

The

first three items mentioned in this paragraph were of a type
predictive of negative responses from principals.

They

should be encouraged to find that graduate study planners
are now rating such courses at the same low value-levels
as the principals.

However, Table III indicates only 55

percent of the planners rate Psych. 444, Tests and Measurements, with a positive value which seems inconsistent with
the great values they place on Introduction to Graduate Study
and the writing of theses.

It appears equally inconsistent

that 47 percent of principals rate it with a positive value,
in light of their expressed views regarding research-type
courses involving statistics.

Findings in this area might

provide clues which, with further study, may lead to removal
of these courses--or to incorporating their most pertinent
content into other courses.
Areas of disagreement (-) fall into two groups:

first,

electives such as Philosophy of Education and required areas
such as 5-6 credits in background subject matter and 9-10
credits in related courses selected from education and psychology are rated positively by almost 50 percent more graduate
study planners than principals.

The second group indicates

a greater percentage of principals than planners rating
courses such as School Building Planning; Building Maintenance
and Custodial Care; and Personnel Relations in Public Education
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TABLE III
NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGES OF SUBJECTS WHO RATED ITEMS IN APPROVED
ELECTIVES WITH A POSITIVE VALUE ON A 5-POINT SCALE
Twenty Graduate
Study Planners
Items

Thirty Public
School Principals

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Ed. 467

13

65

12

40

( -) **

Ed. 468

7

35

9

30

(-+)

Ed. 476

18

90

21

70

(++)

Ed. 487

17

85

24

80

(++)

Ed. 508

4

20

7

23

(-+)

Ed. 562

18

90

26

87

(++)

Ed. 576

11

55

26

87

( -)

Ed. 578

4

20

10

33

(-+)

Ed. 583

17

85

18

60

( -)

Ed. 585

20

100

25

83

(++)

Ed. 586

1

5

17

57

(

-)

Ed. 589

7

35

22

73

(

-)

Ed. 590

11

55

21

70

(

-)

Ed. 599A

17

85

27

90

(++)

Psych. 444

11

55

14

47

(-+)

Sub. Mat.

15

75

15

50

(

-)

Ed. & Psych.

17

85

18

60

(

-)

*Positive value (+) indicates that subjects assigned the
item a value of 4 or 5 on the value scale.
**Positive value agreement between groups (++);negative
agreement (-+);disagreement'(~).
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on a positive scale.

This may be indicative of greater

principal interest and responsibility in areas formerly considered the province of superintendents; whereas most graduate
study planners have indicated that much of their administrative experiences was gained as superintendents and they may
not consider such courses important to principal training.
A review of Table III, page 27, at this point should add
meaning to the content of this section.
III.

SUMMARY

This chapter has attempted to describe the methods and
procedures used in this research.

It has also presented and

interpreted the results of the study.

In the process of

development, opinions and views of graduate study planners
were compared and contrasted with views and opinions expressed
by public school principals.

Results appear to indicate that

in many areas such views and opinions as are held by both
groups are converging; the gap is narrowing.
to illustrate this fact.

Table IV serves

For, although specific areas of

disagreement have been shown to exist, the value rating of
the total program shows almost 100 percent agreement between
groups.

Summaries, conclusions, and recommendations will be

presented in Chapter IV.
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TABLE IV
NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGES OF SUBJECTS WHO RATED
TOTAL PROGRAM AS ADEQUATE, SATISFACTORY,
OR EXCELLENT

Adequate
Subjects*

Num.ber

Satisfactory

Percent

Number

Percent

Excellent
Number

Percent

G.S.P.

6

30

12

60

2

10

Thirty Prine.

10

33

17

57

3

10

~.,renty

*G.S.P. indicates graduate study planners and Prine. indicates public school principals.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It was the purpose of this study to examine the
extent to which views and opinions of graduate planners and
implementers of course of study leading to the M. A. Ed.
degree and principal credential agree with views and opinions
held by public school principals regarding preparation requirements and it assumed such information might influence
the planning of future courses of study for public school
administrators.

I.

CONCLUSIONS

Results of the study appear to indicate that increased
stress on preparation requirements has had an impact:

100

percent of the graduate study planners responding to the
questionnaire had earned either an Ed. D. or a Ph.D. and three
out of four members of the principal group had completed the
Master's program.
Responses also tended to suggest a fundamental difference in orientation exists between the groups; i.e.,
graduate study planners showed greater willingness to reevaluate or revise old programs and consider new ones than
did administrators.

Principals, on the other hand, rated

highly only those courses which they felt related directly to
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the principalship.

A comparison of views in this area

projects the implication that disagreement stems from the
fact that principals tend to view themselves as specialists
in education; whereas graduate study planners feel the demands
of modern administration make imperative clear-cut philosophies and broad educational backgrounds for public school
principals.

These differences in orientation illustrate the

difficulty of planning comprehensive programs of study by one
group, then attempting to tailor them to the relatively limited goals and aspirations of the other.
Data indicated also that while definite areas of
disagreement do exist, they are becoming fewer; the gap is
narrowing.

The groups disagreed as to value of the General

Requirement section as it related to principal preparation;
but both groups rated the Administration and Supervision
section very high.

In the Elective section, which contains

seventeen items, only six were rated positive disagreement
{-);whereas, five items were rated positive agreement {++);
and six were rated negative agreement {-+).

This shows

either positive or negative agreement in 64 percent of the
items, leaving only about one third in which there was
nronounced disagreement between the groups.
The items revealed as most controversial were Ed. 507,
Introduction to Graduate
thesis.

Stud~

and Ed. 600, which is the

The great majority of planners place positive value

on them, but few principals feel they are important.
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The gradual but steady convergence of views is indicated,
however, by the rating of the total preparation program at

c. w. s. c.

with almost 100 percent agreement between the

groups.
II.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that items rated negative agreement

{-+) be re-evaluated.

It appears possible that such courses

could be omitted from the principal preparation program;
revised; or, perhaps, their more pertinent content could be
incorporated into other courses.
Items which have been rated positive disagreement {-)
should receive careful analysis to see what might be done to
make them more palatable to the dissenting group.
Courses which were rated positive agreement {++)
should be analyzed to identify qualities which are valued
by both groups.

It is possible such qualities may be appli-

cable to areas of disagreement.
It is further recommended that some means of periodically checking principals' views concerning preparation
requirements be established.

Results of this study suggest

such information might be helpful in planning future courses
of study for public school administrators.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A
COVER LETTER

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR MASTER'S THESIS
To:

College staff members planning or teaching courses in
school administration; and public school principals in
Thurston County, Washington.

Dear
I am seeking your aid in a project which might prove
interesting and useful to us both.
In the process of meeting
the thesis requirement for my Master's Degree in Education
(along with my Principal's credential) I am attempting to
ascertain the extent of agreement between views of educators
who formulate and implement graduate courses of study leading
to principal's credentials and views held by those who do the
job--the public school principals. This is an opportunity for
people in both areas to express their views on current preparation requirements and make suggestions for improvement. I
hope you will take the necessary time to fill out ALL pages
of this form and return it in the stamped envelope provided.
Thank you for your help.
Charles R. Frisbie
P. o. Box 74
Tenino, Washington

APPENDIX B
QUESTIONNAIRE
I.

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Highest degree earned
earned

2.

Years of experience in public school administration
Level
~~~

3.

When you entered administration, had you earned a regular
credential?

4.

As an undergraduate, did you plan to become a principal?

5.

Do you commonly make known your views to professional
organizations concerning issues in education?
II.

Year earned

Where

1.

COLLEGE STAFF ONLY

1.

Are you instrumental in curriculum planning?

2.

Do you teach courses related to public school administration?
III.

GENERAL INTEREST

1.

Do you feel greater stress on academic preparation has
provided the public schools with more competent administrators?

2.

Should some specific program be offered to undergraduates
who plan careers in public school administration?

3.

Would you recommend courses of study in which the only
"grade" is the increased knowledge of instructors and
students?

4.

Do you agree that an additional year of preparation (beyond
existing requirements) should be required for the Master's
Degree in Education?

5.

i~1ich

form of instruction do you find most effective on
the graduate level (Please rank in order of preference,
i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4): Straight lecture
Seminar
Independent research in area of interest or need ~-Combi
nation of forms
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IV.

ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION FIELD OF SPECIALIZATION
(Combined Master's Degree and Principal's
Credential, cwsc, 1967)

DIREC'rIONS:
1. Please rate each course on a 5-point scale from
LITTLE value to GREAT value in the spaces beside
the course titles. Please check all items whether
or not you have taken the course.
2. In the spaces at the extreme right, indicate whether
content is satisfactory (S) or should be omitted (0).
Cr.

General Requirements:
Ed. 507, Introduction to Graduate Study
Ed. 570, Education Foundations
Psych. 552, Human Growth and Develooment,
Adv.
Administration and

Supervisio~

3
3
3

Courses:

(a) Required
Ed. 587, Educational Administration
Ed. 579, Elementary School Principal*
Ed. 551, Elementary School Curriculum*
Ed. 600, Thesis

*Assume equivalent course for your level.

5
5
3
3-6

1-5

s-o
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(b)

List of Approved Electives

Cr.

1-5

S-0

Ed. 467, Philosophy of Education
3
Ed. 468, History of Education
2
Ed. 476, School and Community Relations
3
Ed. 487, Group Leadership and Processes
3
Ed. 508, Comparative Education
3
Ed. 562, Evaluation of School Program
3
Ed. 576, Personnel Relations in Public
Education
3
Ed. 578, Instructional Aids: Administration
of Program
3
Ed. 583, Field Project in Administration
5
Ed. 585, School Supervision
5
Ed. 586, Building Maintenance and Custodial
Care
2
Ed. 589, School Building Planning
5
Ed. 590, Public School Finance
5
Ed. 599A, Seminar in Education Administration
3
Psych. 444, Tests and Measurements
4
Background from Subject Matter Area
5-6
Related Courses: Education and
Psychology
9-10
(Check one) Would you rate requirements as listed above as:
Poor
Adequate
Satisfactory
Excellent
In need of expansion
In need of revisions

